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Abstract: Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) band is incapable to remove increasing demand on wireless 

traffic in vehicular network. The TV white Space band by FCC for cognitive access provides additional bandwidth to 

solve the DCRS spectrum problem. However, create a challenging environment for portable (e.g., vehicular) and fixed 

(e.g., IEEE 802.22) network which is FCC required portable device to use significantly lower transmitting power than 

fixed device. In this paper, first formulate the Mixed-Integer Non Linear Programming (MINLP) program, to which 

three algorithms are refined. The first algorithm converts the MINLP to a convex problem and gives the near-optimal 

solution to the initial MINLP. The other two algorithms, first convert the MINLP into an Integer Programming (IP) 

problem. Then, solve the linear program relaxation of the IP and obtain fractional solution. Consequently, two rounding 

algorithms are developed to round the fractional solution based on the column-sparse packing and dependent rounding 

techniques. In conclusion, compare the performance of the proposed algorithms with the optimal MINLP solver.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) appropriate vehicular communication having bandwidth 75 MHz. 

The IEEE wireless Access to support the vehicular communication in DSRC band. For both simulation and theoretical 

analysis the DSRC is insufficient to carry reliable safety message transmission. The growth of radio-equipped vehicles as 

well as wireless vehicular applications is become severer due to the spectrum scarcity problem. Using the TV White 

Space Band (TVWS) to solving the DSRC spectrum scarcity problem. These TVWS band has been released by FCC for 

cognitive access in U.S. The TVWS band is also raises the novel challenges as well as it is auspicious spectrum scarcity 

for vehicular network. In fixed devices can be used up to 4W transmission power and the portable TVWS band can be 

used at most 10mW transmit power. An IEEE 802.22 and cognitive vehicular network can be deal with the coexistence 

problem. The cognitive radio is dedicated to the coexistence between primary as well as secondary user networks.  

The coexistence of multiple IEEE 802.22 network can be involved an inter-network coexistence scheme and the IEEE 

802.19.1 standard in TVWS band can proposed a framework for coexistence of heterogeneous SU network. The propose 

coexistence of heterogeneous method includes no cognitive functionality and depends on the specific network type. In 

802.22 network, the Consumer Premise Equipment (CPE) device are periodically broadcast by the 802.22 Base Station 

(BS) is included in the downstream messages. The upstream scheduling information can access the TVWS channel after 

receiving the downstream messages in CPE device. The 802.22 network and vehicular network are no additional 

signaling and still managed separately between the two network. The MINLP problem belongs to the coexistence 

problem between a CVN and IEEE 802.22 network as a resource allocation problem. The development of three 

algorithms are usually intractable the MINLP problem with provable performance guarantees. Since such problem are 

most existing works only or greedy algorithm, usually belongs to NP- complete MINLP problem. The IEEE 802.22 

standard and FCC’s regulation on the protection of Pus in the TVWS band. We consider multiple source of interference 

in our formulated problem and the standard joint channel allocation problem formulation is more general. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

In the year of 1998, the team of IBM Corporation and Delphi Delco Electronics system proposed a vehicular network 

concept which is aimed to provide the wide range of application. Also the concept of wireless communication 

technology has received huge amount of attention over the world. This has resulted to enable communication between 

vehicles, a strong significance in vehicular network. 
 
 

In the year 2010, the advent of intelligent in vehicular network and it has to led fast convergence with ITS, which is 

prepare to transform driving style by safety that will fundamentally enclose our busy city streets and highways. Thus an 

intelligent vehicular network will provide a new versatile system that upgrade transportation safety and efficiency. In 

advance vehicular network provide a different type of programmable sensor node, better computing power, cognitive 

radios. By using this intelligent applications, can improve the traffic efficiency, driving safety and enhance ITS.  
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III. SYSTEM MODEL 

 

IEEE 802.22 network consist of the one Base Station (BS) and multiple CPE and it was developed to prepare broadband 

access using TVWS band. In BS broadcast by every 10 millisecond which include the downstream messages for getting 

the information on upstream scheduling. On cognitive vehicular network and IEEE 802.22 standard consider a periodic 

scheduling model is performed by a Road Side Unit (RSU). A road is divided into segments with an RSU in each sector, 

a vehicle move from one sector to another sector it must register with the RSU. In RSU listen the downstream messages 

from 802.22 BS and broadcast the information to the vehicles in its sector. 

                                                                           
                                                                            Fig.(1) System Model 

 

Let us consider, N be the number of vehicles and M be the number of CPE bursts. There are four burst can be used in 

CPEs as well as three RSU units can used. In 802.22, burst can be define as two dimensional sector of OFDM e.g. 

frequency domain and time domain. According to the standard, two type of upstream bursts first burst is mapped over 

the full upstream sub-frame and second burst is mapped over an interval. 

 
                                                                           Fig. (2) Problem Formulation 

 

Given the definition, our objectives is maximize the weighted conventional throughput of vehicles. Let xij  ϵ  0,1 , ∀i, j be 

practice variable (i.e., xij = 1) if vehicle i is scheduled to burst  j, and  xij = 0 otherwise), and the problem can be 

formulated as  

   max
xij ϵ{0,1}p ij ≥0  

  
1

T
Ai

M

j=1

xij

N

i=1

Rij Tj  

Where, Rij = Bj log2(1 +  
pij G ij

pj
c G ij +N0

) 

Parameters:  
 

C1: The upstream transmission of CPE  j cannot larger than βj  for the interference caused by the vehicular transmission. 

C2: Meet FCC’s specification on a TVWS channel must be less than a threshold. 

C3: A vehicle can be expected to more one burst for give and take among vehicles. 

C4: A burst can be assigned to more one vehicle to avert mutual interference. 
 

      The 802.22-CVN is different from conventional PU-SU coexistence problem. Firstly formulate the PU-SU problem 

and maximize SU network is subjected to PU protected. The PU protection, the high- power 802.22 network coexists the 

low- power CVN safety. We consider PHY/MAC of the 802.22 network and CVN, while existing work consider PU and 

SU networks. The MINLP problems are NP- complete to dual method are belongs. Hence these problem solved using 

branch and bound using numerical algorithms. Most of these solutions have exponential time complexity and attend the 

nearest solution.  
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IV. EXTENDED ROUNDING BASED METHOD 
 

In MINLP problems results from non-convexity and integer constrains difficulty can be solved by using the dual method. 

CSP - based method has more positive complexity than dual algorithm, its nearest ratio is still low.  

max
xijk ϵ[0,1]

   xijk rijk

K

k=1

M

j=1

N

i=1

 

                 s.t.:C1, C2, C3, C4 
 

A. Proposed Extended Rounding Algorithm  
 

The proposed algorithm rounds the fractional variables with the following invariants. 
 

1) Once a variable is rounded into 0 or 1, it will never change  in remaining iterations. 

2) Once a constraint becomes tight, it remains tight in the remaining iterations. 

3) Once a constraint is dropped, it will never be reinstated. 
 

Define set of fractional variables at iteration 𝑡  as 𝑋 𝑡 ≔  𝑥𝑖𝑗  0 < 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘  𝑡 < 1, ∀𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 . Furthermore, define 𝐹𝑚 (𝑡) to 

be the set of bursts with 𝑚 fractional variables in 𝑋(𝑡), i.e., for any burst 𝑗𝜖𝐹𝑚  𝑡 , there are exactly 𝑚 vehicle-power 

pairs (𝑖, 𝑘) such that 0 < 𝑥𝑗𝑘 < 1.  
 

Algorithm Extended Rounding Algorithm 

Input: Fractional solution obtained by solving :  X∗ =

 xijk
∗  0 ≤ xijk

∗ ≤ 1, ∀i, j, k  

Output: Integer solution: X =  xijk  xijk ϵ  0,1 , ∀i, j, k        

    Initialization : (0)x
→ =  X∗ 

  1: while there exist fractional variables in (t)x
→  do 

  2:  treat all integer variables in (t)x
→  as constants and update                                  

all constraints by moving constant items to the right hand side 

of equalities 

  3:  if Φ(t) is determined then 

  4:      if  F(t) > 2𝐿 then 

  5:     for burst in F1(t), F2(t), drop their corresponding 

                C1(t) and C4(t) constraints from Φ(t)   (if any);  

               For burst in F3(t),F4(t), drop their    corresponding 

C1(t) constraints from Φ(t)  (if any) 

  6:     else              

  7:       drop all C2(t) constraints from Φ(t) (if any); for  

             burst in  F1(t), F2(t), drop their corresponding 

              C1(t)  and C4(t) constraints from Φ t  (if any);  

             for burst in F3 t , F4(t) ,drop their corresponding 

              C1(t) constraints from Φ t  (if any) 

  8:      end if   

  9:   end if 

10:    find the null-space S of the new A t  

11:    choose a nonzero vector ϵ Ss
→  

12:    find scalars θ1 , θ2 as described 

13:    compute (t + 1)x
→  

14: end while 

15: return (t + 1)x
→  

 
V. SIMULATION RESULT 

 

A. Utility: Dual Rounding (DR) can oppose some constraints so that DR obtains higher utility than OS and the 

specifically view the problem of initial MINLP. By using the Rounding Based Method obtain the fractional solution, 

therefore the optimum of Number of vehicles is less than the optimum of Weighted throughput. Since, prove that DR is 

optimal in expectation, also it can be achieved higher utility than the optimal solver. As a result, the higher utility in 

both CPE and DR because imply more detailed approximation of transmit power value. 
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         Fig(3)Utility                                                                         Utility with K=10          

 

B. Time Comlexity: Compare the time complexity of the three algorithms and time complexity depends on the 

running time of simulation code. MATLAB simulation codes run on windows with 8GB memory. It can calculate the 

Number of vehicles on which time period can be done. Fig.(4) Shows the running time of DA is higher than CSP and 

DR. 

 

     
Fig.(4) Time complexity 

 

C. Constraint Voilation: As shown in fig.(5), calculate violation ratio. When to increase the number of vehicles 

then that time violation ratio can be decrease. The average constraint violation and worst case constraint violation in 

DR algorithm can be shown. 

 
 

                                                                                   Fig. (5) Violation 

 

Firstly, Fig. (5.1) demonstrates that the worst case constraint violations satisfy the upper bounds derived. More 

specifically, in this lemma, the worst case violations for C1, C3, and C4 constraints are proved to be upper bounded. 

Fig.(5.4) shows the worst case violations for C1, C3, and C4 constraints are all less than 1,which verifies Lemma. 

Secondly, Fig.(5.1) and Fig.(5.2) show that larger N and K value result in lower worst case and average constraint  

violations. This is because larger N and K values introduce more random variable than constraint. 
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Fig.(5.1) Worst case violation                                       Fig.(5.2) Average constraint violation 

 

D. Overall Comparison: 
 

Our proposed algorithm (DA) shows simulation results is achieves the near- optimal solution. Therefore, applied 

scenarios can required time complexity with sufficiently powerful hardware. Hence, its time complexity is higher than 

the others. The lowest time complexity achieves the lowest utility. The applied scenarios where time complexity is main 

concern. Finally, algorithm achieves moderate time complexity with higher utility. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, propose the efficient centralized algorithms and formulate an MINLP resource allocation problem also 

study the CVN and an 802.22 network. The algorithms convert the coexistence problem to convex problem and solve 

this convex problem using the dual base method. After solving convex problem propose algorithm to round the fractional 

solution into an integer solution. Finally, compare the algorithm to optimal MINLP solver. The design algorithm with 

certain performance is one of our future works.  
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